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Introduction
Impact U is a community created to
provide a unified and collaborative
platform that educates students,
investors, and financial advisors, alike,
about impact investing.
We believe that sharing impactful
experiences from Impact Experts and
thought leaders will spread knowledge
of impact, creating a bigger impact and
a better world. Impact together is
bigger and better.
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Impact U
Impact U is an online collaborative
community created to educate students,
investors, and financial advisors, alike,
about impact investing.
Impact Investing is a term used to
describe investments that intend to
make a positive social and/or
environmental benefit alongside
traditional financial returns.
We believe that sharing impactful
experiences from Impact Experts and
thought leaders will spread knowledge
of impact, creating a bigger impact and
a better world. Impact together is
bigger and better.
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Our Story
When we began our love aﬀair with
Impact, we quickly realized that there
was a lot of information about the
movement that was easily confused or
misunderstood. Many organizations use
other terms like ESG, Socially
Responsible Investments, or
Sustainable Investments.
We found that this myriad of terms was
creating unnecessary confusion and
turning some investors away. Impact U
aims to dispel that confusion by
creating a collaborative platform where
experts share their experiences to
educate advisors and investors and
spread the movement.
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Our Goal
Our goal for Impact U is to further the
Impact U movement by collaborating
and connecting with like minded
individuals dedicated to the impact
space. We have a saying at Impact U,
“We believe that impact together is
bigger and better”, and this is
ultimately our goal. By collaborating
with and inspiring one another, we will
create a ripple effect expanding and
increasing impact.
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How It Works?
Impact U is designed to teach impact
investing through a series of easily digestible
videos, e-booklets, and podcasts. We
understand that everyone learns in different
ways, so we have customized our platform
to meet those different needs.
We also offer our relationship with
Concordia University’s Sustainable
Investment Professional Certification for
those who are inspired to dive even
deeper into the field of Impact Investing.
Impact U is a subscription based platform.
We will continually add more content from
thought leadership form Impact Enthusiasts
and Experts to stay relevant in this ever
changing industry and evolving movement.
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Start Your Impact Journey Today!
Feeling inspired to start your impact
journey? Join the Impact U Team today!
Impact U is totally free, simply create a
username and password to enroll and
gain access to our original Impact U
Content. Enrolling as one of the
categories below will ensure you get the
most appropriate and interesting
content for you!

Think you’re an Impact Expert? We’d
love to hear from you!
Reach out at info@impactu.me
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